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Abstract
An innovative critique of existing studies on creativity has revealed the opportunity of distinguishing among different varieties of creative tasks, and namely creativity for “Continuity”, “Opposition” and “Detachment”, considering relations between products and perceived models. This
theoretical contribution has led to a specific evaluation procedure: the COD Creativity test. Considering the influences of dynamic processes on creative processes, it is worth experimentally studying the effects of short-term stress or comfort treatments. The similarities and differences among
various existing studies are examined. A non-invasive but effective procedure, compared to classic
techniques, is described: the “drawing recall” of stressful or relaxing real experiences, accompanied by detailed evaluations of the emotional sphere. In a specific investigation, creativity turned
out to be significantly lower after acute stress with respect to comfort treatment. In conclusion,
the cognitive, decisional and activity processes involved in creativity operations can be considered
as strictly reflecting emotional dynamic processes, as well as the experiences gained during the
stress or comfort treatments. Results are explained considering the role of conflict overload in
stress as a factor of incongruity and uncertainty intolerance, inhibiting the production of bizarre
and unusual ideas and configurations, and thus reducing essential aspects relevant to the evaluation of creativity levels. From clinical point of view, we underline that decades of research has
generally shown that being more rigid is associated with poorer mental health. Our experimental
study gives confirmation of the link between stress and intolerance of uncertainty and incongruity;
this correlation could augment the negative impact of stressors on anxiety levels. In summary,
people with high level of intolerance of uncertainty and, generally, with high level of intolerance of
incongruity, develop mental rigidity, and this traits constellation represent a risk for mental
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health.
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1. Introduction
The concept and term “creativity” has seen widespread use in psychological disciplines for about fifty years,
mainly following works by Guilford [1]-[6]. These have contributed to the distinction between “convergent” activities, geared to establishing and solving closed problems demanding the choice of a single correct answer, and
the typically creative, or “divergent”, activities, that can put together as many answers as possible to open problems. The following characteristics have been considered the attributes of creativity: novelty, originality, anticonventionality, but also appropriateness and functionality with respect to value systems, so as to deserve suitable acknowledgements, at least in the long run. In this regard, several theoretical and empirical research lines
have developed, which have seen the work of Gestaltists like Wertheimer and Dunker, cognitivists like Gardner,
Finke and Sternberg, psychoanalysts and dynamic psychologists from Freud, Jung and Klein to Winnicott, Kris
and Arieti; psychometricians like Cattell, the already mentioned Guilford, and Torrance; experimental psychologists and personality researchers like Bartlett, Barron, Eysenck and Csikszentmihalyi [7]-[15].
As regards the present contribution, our interest mainly focuses on the relations between graphic creativity
and the psychological dynamics coming into play when people find themselves in stressful conditions or, the
opposite, in conditions of comfort. These can also easily involve problem-solving skills, of both a convergent
and divergent kind. In this regard, a rich theoretical debate has developed in the international literature, with the
support of experimental studies or systematic observations: in particular, on how short-term stress or comfort
states can affect creative performances. It is possible to find theoretical positions and empirical results on this,
obtained with different procedures that show reciprocal similarities but also considerable discrepancies.
One of the first investigations was published by Leith [16], who had examined German children of 9, 11 and
13 years of age (both genders) involved in verbal creative performances under conditions of moderate stress
(requesting performances with injunctions to “do your best”, avoiding delay, and so on). The other condition
was to carry out the same performances in a quiet and relaxed atmosphere. The moderate stress tended to induce
higher verbal creativity scores (number and originality of responses), at all age levels, than the relaxed conditions. Note that Leith’s participants were all in the so-called “latency age”, which is known to be a period of
conformity to norms and injunctions by adults.
In laboratory conditions, Martindale and Greenough [17] found worse creative performances after short-term
stress treatments, that is, school examination sessions, as opposed to relaxation sessions. Similar results were
obtained by Dwral [18]. On the other hand, one must also recall the study by Krampen [19], who obtained improvements in divergent thinking trials following authogenic training and relaxation induced by listening to particular music.
Khasky and Smith [20] experimented with short periods of muscular relaxation, yoga or guided imagination,
in comparison with a situation considered “of control” (browsing through magazines for about twenty minutes),
and they did not obtain significant effects as regards performances in the Torrance Test of Creative Thinking.
We should recall, however, that the latter reactive measures creativity as a trait and may be insensitive to variations in state.
We can also mention contributions by Suedfeld, Metcalfe and Bluck [21], or by Forgays and Forgays [22]
[23], who used the “flotation-relaxation” procedure: that is, relaxing for 60 min. while floating in a quiet darkened environment, in a special tank with very salty water (a magnesium sulphate solution). In the latter study a
control group was organized, with participants spending 60-min. resting in a couch in a dimly lit room. The
Guilford Creativity Scale, consisting of three fluency sub-tests, was used pre- and post-treatment. Comparing the
results, floaters increased their creativity score, while controls remained at the same level. Relaxation and other
features were also controlled through SPI and POMS scales. The results allowed the experimenters to conclude
that, with respect to the controls, flotation-relaxation produces a relaxed but alert state, which may set the stage
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for creativity benefit.
We must also mention some relatively recent studies by Isen, Dabman and Nowicki [24], Kaufmann and
Vosburg [25], Vosburg [26], Isen [27] [28], and various others. The first study by Kaufmann and Vosburg [25],
and a subsequent study by Vorsburg [26], used pre-existing positive or negative emotional states, assessed with
the Russell Adjective Check List [29]. While in the first case the results were contradictory, in the second Vorsburg, on the whole, found positive correlations between positive mood and fluency, and negative correlations
between negative emotions and the dependent variable. Isen and co-workers, as well as Kaufmann and Vosburg
[25] in another study, instead tried to directly induce positive emotional states, meant as the opposite of negative
ones, and possibly conditions of relative emotional neutrality. Procedures of the first kind were, for example, the
projections of humorous film sequences, or giving a gift consisting of a packet of candies; while to induce negative states, the subjects could be shown a short film with sad or tragic contents. Control conditions consisted of
using films of a neutral emotional tone or, in certain cases, of no administrations whatsoever or of even doing
some simple physical exercises. The reaching of positive, negative or neutral affective states was assessed
through written self-evaluation procedures. Sometimes, however, no such checks were made, and just taking
these effects for granted, on the basis of the previous literature [30]. The creativity trials for these various authors mainly consisted of word association tests with an evaluation of the unusualness of the words thought up;
or the request to solve problems of creative reasoning without resorting to the “functional fixation” defined by
Duncker [31]. The results again showed contradictions in the case of Kaufmann & Vosburg; while the other researchers saw, above all, the beneficial effect of practices of positive emotional induction with respect to the
other conditions. However, the inverse effects was not obtained, which was hypothesised and sought through the
opposite procedure. Therefore, these very same scholars suggested improving the experimental techniques, and
we shall return to this in our conclusions.
Interesting results, apparently contrasting with some of the previous findings, were obtained by Simonton [32],
in his historiometric investigations of great artists’ biographies. These accurate studies demonstrated the prevalent effects of creativity activation in more difficult periods in the lives of these personages; instead of the prevalent effect of inhibition of creative functions, as those sometimes found under experimentally-induced stress
in the laboratory. Fundamentally different conditions, such as higher personal giftedness in the great artists,
professional engagement and opportunities for re-elaboration of life stress, may explain the differences, as suggested by Biasi [33] in her comments on Simonton’s books. The apparent contradiction, may also be understandable if we reflect on the fundamental differences in conditions: the subjects of short-term experiments are
generally normal university students who are not necessarily gifted for graphic-pictorial creativity and not committed in a vital manner, while Simonton studied professional artists of high calibre, working in their specific
domain. Moreover, the creativity tests are experimentally applied at the zenith of stress without there being any
time for any form of reprocessing of the painful experience, and this differs from the artists’ actual experiences
in life.

2. Innovative Classification of Creativity Types: Continuity, Opposition and
Detachment
As regards the problem of evaluating creativity, we must recall here that several tools have been proposed. As
far back as the 1960s, Smith [34] listed over thirty different procedures and measures for creativity [35] [36].
However, the critique of the traditional concept of intelligence and thus of classic intelligence tests may be further extended to include, in many cases, the usual reactives of creativity and to the lack of recognition of certain
important aspects of creativity itself.
We can start by examining what happened in various eras, and still happens, within the artistic or scientific
world. A given style, criterion or fad, in fashion for a certain period, is usually followed by the opposite tendency: for example, abstract art followed figurative art, geometrical art came after informal art, and so on. Artists
(or scientists) working in a certain movement prefer to produce works in continuity with the models proposed by
their precursors and by the masters they admire. Those artists (or scientists) who instead propose change place
themselves in a contrary, alternative, position with respect to what has already been seen or done. Others still
prefer to create something “else” completely, that is not connectable to forms of harmonious continuity or to
contrary positions with respect to the models concerned.
Another important similarity is seen by taking into account the various relational possibilities between the
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“inducing” substructure and the “induced” one in perceptual structuring processes, such as in illusions of assimilation or contrast, with respect to which we also know circumstances of “neutrality”, with a loosening of relational bonds and the absence of reciprocal influences [37] [38].
Going back to the literature on creativity and evaluation trials, we can see how sometimes creativity tests have
particularly valorised a sort of creativity which we can call “by assimilation” or “by continuity”, and which implies a lower degree of change, innovation and divergence compared to the patterns offered by the examiner. We
can see what happens when, following Guilford [3]-[5] or Torrance [39] [40], tasks are assigned such as that of
using additional figurative elements to complete an “open” series of circles, stimulating the participant to each
time draw a figure which, containing a circle in his pattern, has a different meaning instead: a wheel, the sun, a
face, a button etc., as in a well-known protocol also reported by Tyson [41]. In this case, a task is essentially
given that assumes the need to constantly respect an already given structure: a circle. Therefore, it is a task
which, in some respects, is productive, with a strong aspect of convergence, rather than being a purely creative
task, that is less polarised. Different kinds of task could be: drawing an opposite structure to the one given; or
drawing a completely different structure. With instructions of the latter kind it is possible to obtain, from highly
creative participants, interesting protocols with a high degree of differentiation.
Our work moved in the latter direction in order to devise a new experimental procedure. We proposed using
the COD Creativity Test, which evaluates creativity for “Continuity, Opposition and Detachment”, and which
was developed by Bonaiuto in the 1970s. The COD includes three different and consecutive tasks. In the first
one, the subject is given a black pen and a drawing sheet of 35 × 25 cm. A 3 cm, black-contoured circle appears
in the upper left. This first trial resembles the above-mentioned Guilford and Torrance’s scales, and is called a
“Continuity Creativity Task” here. The subject is given the following written instructions: “Consider this circle
as a pattern. You must draw as many figures as possible containing a circle like this; the figures are to be a natural extension of the model circle as much as possible. Concentrate and make some circles which, with the addition of some other element or sign, can communicate a particular meaning. Try to draw as many figures as
possible, as long as they incorporate the given model”.
The second sub-test, called “Opposition Creativity Task”, uses another sheet of light cardboard similar to the
first (with the same circle), and the written instructions are: “Consider this circle as a pattern. Draw as many
figures as possible which in some way are shapes opposite to a circle. That is, they must represent the natural
opposite of this model. Just concentrate, imagine and draw some figures which, in addition to other elements,
have an objective meaning: these new forms should be in contrast to a circle. So, try to draw as many contrasting figures as possible”.
The third and last sub-test, called “Detachment Creativity Task”, also using the same materials, involves the
following written instructions: “Consider this circle as a pattern. Draw as many figures as possible which do not
contain either a circle or its opposites. You must draw some figures which have a concrete meaning. But, this
time, the figures must be quite different and must have no relation to this model either in terms of continuity or
opposition. So these figures will have a concrete meaning, but they will also be something quite different from
the original. As in the other cases, draw as many figures as possible”.
These instructions are always typed on a sheet of white paper (A4 size). They are given to each participant,
with the drawing materials, in regular succession, as they carry out each task [35] [42].
This graphic and visual test of creativity is evaluated according to the classic parameters of fluency, flexibility,
originality, and complexity [5]. Fluency is the quantity of produced figures. Flexibility is the quantity of categories used. Originality is the unique character of the representation. Complexity is the number of details provided.
Applying double-blind conditions, three expert examiners rate the creativity level of the subject’s productions,
first working independently and then as a group to reach a consensus score, giving overall evaluations for each
parameters and each participants. More analytical evaluations require great effort for some parameters like originality and complexity, less for fluency and flexibility. The overall evaluation is easier and faster. Each examiner
works without knowing the group the subject is assigned to, and provides a personal scale score from 1 to 10
points for each of the four parameters in each drawing. Then, average individual scores are computed for each
participant. The resulting scores are available for later statistical processing, comparisons and interpretations.

3. Theories and Observations on the Effects of Stress or Comfort States
It is well-known that the experimental literature reports various techniques for obtaining temporary stress or
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relaxation states with Humans. As regards stress, we can firstly mention the assigning of “impossible tasks”, a
procedure already used by Dembo [43] in order to study some negative emotions and then later applied with
some variations by Postman & Bruner [44]. Different procedures have involved environmental noise [45] [46],
exposure to rain, excessive heat or cold; immerging a limb in freezing cold water [47]; prolonged monotonous
fixation [37] [38]; isolation and confinement [22] [48]; as well as the opposite condition, i.e. crowding, still in a
confined space [49] [50]. Traffic congestion during the rush hour to go to work or get home (commuting traffic)
is also considered a stressful factor and accurate systematic observations were conducted by Novaco, Stokols
and Milanesi [51], Evans and Carrere [52], Koslowsky and Krausz [53]. Other known techniques consist of projecting slides or short films with an alarming, harsh content [54]-[56]. Various researchers have used situations
of hard school examinations [17], doing tasks in front of authoritative examiners [57], intelligence tests with erroneous feedback and in conditions of urgency [58]; performing complex tasks on a computer that is particularly
slow in responding [59] [60].
As regards experimental comfort, instead, we can mention procedures envisaging autogenous training and the
listening of appropriate musical tunes [19]; the “flotation relaxation” technique [21]-[23]; and various other
gradual muscle relaxation procedures, with an imaginative focusing of suitable scenes [58]; some yoga exercises
[20]; showing humorous films or handing out a gift consisting of a box of candies [24] [27] [28] [30] [61] [62].
At the end of the eighties our research group developed experimental procedures for studying the influences
of emotional and motivational processes activated during stress or during the opposite situation of comfort. The
procedures proved able to affect some cognitive processes as well. A short-term experimental stress treatment,
that we used in early research on cognitive processes, had participants solving, for 20 minutes, some of the most
demanding figures of Raven’s Progressive Matrices, with hurried instructions and with false or absent feedback.
The alternative experimental treatment of comfort was based on progressive muscular relaxation, also connected
with guided imagery, in a quiet darkened setting [58]. Both these procedures were complemented by the evaluation of the reached affective states, through 7-point bipolar Self-Appraisal Scales with adjectives or adjectival
sentences of opposite meanings (see examples in Figure 1), applied before each treatment and at its apex. With
Instruction: Take yourself and your situation into consideration as you feel right now.
Focus on the feelings that you have at this moment, and only at this moment. Indicate
your evaluations by placing a cheakmark in one box only for each pair of opposite
adjectives or opposite descriptive phrases. Do this spontaneously and rapidly.

Figure 1. Examples from the bipolar self-appraisal scales for exploring
changes in emotional and motivational states (source: [64]).
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this tool, we explored a broad emotional area, including anxiety, anger, sadness, embarrassment, shame, guilt
and pain, as well as their opposites. We also measured motivations such as aggression, the need for cognitive
congruency, curiosity, self-assertion, the need for active body movement, the need for adventure, the need to
construct, sociability, sexuality and nutrition demands. Using the same inventory, validated through factor analysis [63] [64]), we also checked some impressions on the self and on the environment, such as feelings of stress,
frustration, monotony, threat, insecurity, insufficiency and inferiority, as well as their opposites.
The main effect found as a consequence of the short-term stress treatment was an increment of incongruity
intolerance. Also other conflictual aspects became less tolerated: such as ambiguity, uncertainty, complexity.
These motivational changes significantly affect some cognitive processes, with increases in the perception of
causality and the evaluation of responsibility. The hypothesised psychological mechanism is the increase of intolerance for conflicts, due to conflict overloading during stress, which is followed by a sort of “yearning for explanations”; while the opposite is found with comfort.
Subsequently, we developed a new and more appreciable technique, based on the recollection of personal experiences of real events, depicted through coloured drawings [65] [66]. Here, too, subjects are treated and examined individually. Each person sits at a table with light drawing cardboard (32 × 24 cm), a pencil, a pen, 36
coloured pastels and an eraser. The participant is asked to represent his/her individual stressful or relaxed
real-life experiences (Figure 2).
In order to obtain stress, the instructions given to the subject are as follows: “Now try to imagine and focus on
a personal, particularly stressful, anxiety-arousing, troubling and unpleasant situation. It can be a past experience
or a present one that you have felt in this way. Try to represent this experience with the materials here at your
disposal. Do it freely, as you are able to, using whatever you wish…”. In the opposite treatment, the subject is
asked to recall a particularly relaxing, comfortable and pleasant situation, following instructions in which the
other parts are the same. For each treatment, if there is enough time, the subject is asked to imagine and draw
another situation of the same type.
The evaluation of the affective states is carried out, as usual in our experiments, through the above-mentioned
Self-Appraisal Scales. By comparing data obtained with this inventory and coming from the various experimental groups, it was found that the two techniques—the one based on difficult logical problems, and the new one
based on the recollection and drawing procedure—produce very similar affective alterations, which are statistically significant if we examine the pre- and post-treatment score differences. These effects include, under stress,
an increase in negative emotions and in aggression, in the need for congruence and for body movement; while
under comfort treatments the opposite symmetrical decreases are found. The choice of a drawing-recall technique is based on the ease of administration for a single examiner as well as the nature of the test itself, so that
the subjects do not direct their aggressiveness toward the examiner. The stressful procedure does not require active confrontation; on the other hand, it is implies an indirectly induced and relatively passive stress, even
though it is quite effective.

Figure 2. Experimental setting for applying the procedure of
“Drawing Recall”, in order to activate stress or comfort states
(source: [65] [66]).
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In the past, to set up this drawing test, we also selected comparison groups characterized only by the pure imaginative and verbal recall of stressful or relaxing situations, or by the reproduction of drawings of stress or
comfort provided by other subjects. With these variants, emotional alterations were less evident, often very poor
or insignificant [65] [66]. For this reason, the “drawing-recall technique” was definitively preferred.
The contents and the style of the drawings obtained with the main procedure turned out to be very interesting.
The analysis of the above-mentioned drawings led to the discovery and definition of a specific graphic pictorial-language, which has been described and studied in detail in some other papers [63] [65] [66]). Under stress,
subjects draw a large quantity of straight line figures, angular surfaces, black contours, lack of colour; and even
in the case of colour, there is the presence of extreme contrast and the prevalence of dull hues. Subjects prefer a
close-up representation, with the tendency to reduce the picture to the centre part of the drawing sheet. Sometimes subjects use an abstract or symbolic style and the drawer is often involved in the drawing. There is movement and activity and the participant frequently uses simplicity and graphic synthesis as well as a hurried execution. There is a permanent representation of conflict. On the other hand, in the case of relaxing situations, the
subject mainly uses curved lines, circular surfaces, continuous lines, coloured contours, bright colours, and gradations of colour; a panoramic approach is the most frequent drawing technique; the depictions occupy the
whole sheet; frequently, the subject draws static scenes with no representation of movement; the execution is
much more complex, full of details and accuracy; situations are often harmonious.
The most frequent content of stress drawings (obtained in Rome and confirmed over several academic years)
concerns: congested traffic, car accidents, mourning, family quarrels, conflicts within the couple, difficulties in
social relations, heavy sport commitments, difficult examinations and so on. The most frequent situations of
comfort include natural landscapes, an outing with one’s partner or friends, relaxation in bed, etc. The replication of this kind of investigation with students of the University of California in 1992 gave rise to very similar
results [63].

4. An Empirical Demonstration of the Relevance of Uncertainty and Incongruity
Tolerance/Intolerance in Conditioning Creativity Performances
4.1. Aims and Hypothesis
As already mentioned, an overloading of conflict should favour intolerance of incongruity, ambiguity, uncertainty and complexity, since facing strongly incongruous, ambiguous, uncertain, and/or complex configurations
means facing additional conflicts. Among the manifestations or consequences of this psychological mechanism,
we also expect at least a short-term effect in the field of creativity, in the sense of its prevalent inhibition and
stereotyping: because creativity (by definition) has to do with the acceptance of new ideas and figures, even incongruous ones, and the production of strange, unusual and bizarre configurations that challenge and contradict
the previous consolidated mental schemata [67].
To verify this hypothesis, we selected an opportune creativity test to be given individually to each subject at
the zenith of the treatments of short-term experimental stress. As a comparison trial, we asked subjects of another experimental group—similar to the other group for age, school level, gender composition and social class—to
pass through a state of short-term experimental comfort, clearly followed by the same individual creativity test
in the same environment.

4.2. Method
We chose the technique of the drawing-recall of personal experiences of stressful or relaxing situations, together
with the application of Self-Appraisal Scales, as already illustrated in section 3 (Figure 1). The COD Creativity
test was applied at the apex of each treatment: each of the three successive tasks lasted seven minutes. In fact, in
the original version of this test, there was no time limit for the subject involved in recalling and in drawing immediately after reading each instruction. However, since we wished here to test the effects of short-term experimental stress or comfort on creativity, and because these effects are exposed to decay with the passing of time,
we introduced a time limit of 7 minutes for each of the three drawing conditions. Each successive task was assigned immediately after the conclusion of the previous one. Some examples of the productions made by the
subjects in the different conditions are presented in Figure 3, Figure 4 and Figure 5.
Results were evaluated (double blindness) by three expert judges on eleven-point scales according to fluency,
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Figure 3. An example of the compilation of the continuity
creativity sub-test.

Figure 4. An example of the compilation of the opposition
creativity sub-test.

Figure 5. An example of the compilation of the detachment
creativity sub-test.

flexibility, originality and complexity classical parameters [5], and computing the partial and overall average
scores. Thirty-two individually examined young adults took part in the experiment. They were all university
students from 19 to 25 years of age (average age: 22.4), half were women and half men. The participants were
divided into two equivalent experimental groups: one undertaking the stress treatment, and the second the comfort treatment. Each participant was individually examined in a quite room with normal lighting (250 lux) at the
First University of Rome. The participant sat in front of a grey table (100 × 150 cm.) on a padded chair. There
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s/he received the necessary materials to draw her/his own situations of stress or comfort. When the creativity test
was given, s/he was asked to sit in front of a second different table so that s/he could use the new material at the
proper time.

4.3. Results and Discussion
The statistical analyses revealed that average data reflecting creativity are significantly lower after acute stress
with respect to the comfort treatment in almost all the measured parameters or task varieties (Figure 6).
In other words, after this kind of acute stress, in comparison with the opposite condition, the participants significantly exhibited less creativity in almost all parameters measured, according to the Student’s t test. We observed, on average, that creative inhibition was indicated by a lack of ideas (see fluency), and especially with
few differentiations among them (see flexibility), and with greater stereotyping (see originality) and simplification (see complexity). As a matter of fact, it is meaningful that, after stress treatment, the drawings were generally relatively fewer, not well defined, and often reduced to the essentials. It appeared that most subjects had less
imagination and also that they did not want to elaborate even those few ideas by acting in a specific way.
Actually, creative drawings after stress also seem to be produced according to the average graphic language of
stress; and creative drawings after comfort are actually representative of the structural and expressive qualities
given in the graphic language of comfort. This analogy demonstrates the reliability of these methods, and may
be focussed in the conclusive remarks.
As far as the nature of the tests is concerned, significant differences between the effects of the two opposite
treatments emerged for Continuity and Detachment, while there were no significant differences for the Opposition sub-test. This can be explained by the fact that even stressed people were able to produce more aggressive
ideation, in conformity with the given specific instructions.
Considering the creativity score in relation to the emotional processes activated during the stress or comfort
experimental treatments, we noticed some interesting tendencies. Significant negative correlations were found
between the overall creativity score and some Self-Appraisal Scales scores, indicating that increases in sadness,
anxiety and inferiority feelings after stress correspond to a lower diverging productivity (respectively: r (30) =
−0.43, p < 0.05; r (30) = −0.35; p < 0.05; r (30) = −0.40, p < 0.05). That is to say, if during the experimental
stress treatment the participant developed such pertinent negative feelings more intensely, then there was a

Figure 6. Average creativity scores obtained with the two opposite treatments (stress vs. comfort), considering the four different parameters (fluency, flexibility, originality, complexity), and the three different
creativity sub-tests (continuity, opposition, detachment).
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higher inhibition of creativity. However, if the subject felt superior, amused and relaxed, then the effect of stereotyping and inhibition was reduced or at least balanced. With respect to comfort, if the emotional processes
generated inferiority, sadness and anxiety, then an intermediate production took place. The highest scores on the
creativity tests were reached when the participant developed feelings of superiority, amusement and comfort
during the comfort treatment. In other words, a significant negative correlation indicates that an increase in feelings of inferiority, sadness and anxiety during the stress treatment corresponds to a decrease in diverging productivity. A significant negative correlation indicates that an increase in feelings of inferiority, sadness and anxiety corresponded to a decrease in diverging productivity.
As a consequence of these results, the cognitive, decisional and activity processes involved in creativity operations can be considered as strictly reflecting emotional dynamic processes, as well as the experiences gained
during the stress or comfort treatments and shown through the specific drawings.
In line with the hypothesis, the results are explained considering the role of conflict overload in acute stress as
a factor of incongruity and uncertainty intolerance, generally inhibiting production of bizarre and unusual ideas
and configurations, and thus reducing essential aspects relevant to creativity level evaluations, at least for a majority of people. The inverse mechanism (reduction of incongruity intolerance) can explain the opposite effects
achieved with comfort.
In this respect, creativity enhancements obtained with flotation relaxation by Suedfeld, Metcalfe and Bluck
[21], or by Forgays and Forgays [22] [23], may also be conveniently reinterpreted.
As regards comparisons with other research techniques mentioned in section 3, we should emphasise the
greater effectiveness of the “drawing-recall” experimental procedure both for comfort and stress conditions, accompanied by a quick and constant check of the affective states reached (by using the pre- and post-treatment
Self-Appraisal Scales).
We have already noted that several experimenters neglected to check whether the stress or relaxation induction techniques they used had actually determined the expected emotional states. By experience, we know that
generally in two cases out of every ten the experimental subjects show a resistance to developing the affective
states required by the experimenters, so that it becomes necessary to check the actual situation of the independent variable each time: the affective state following the respective treatment. Non checking for these important
aspects may have contributed to determining the discrepancies and contradictions in comparisons made between
various investigations.
We consider the recognition of short-term changes in incongruity tolerance/intolerance produced by stress and
comfort treatments to be important also at an interdisciplinary level, over and beyond the sphere of this study, as
an interpretative key and source of forecasts for further theoretical and experimental developments.
Another aspect that may be worth analysing in more detail, to further generalise the conclusions, concerns the
opportunity to replicate these studies by using other creativity tests and other procedures to induce stress or
comfort states, with respect to the “drawing-recall” technique.
It may also be supposed that recalling emotionally negative experiences may have de-motivating effects when
subjects have to draw again in order to fulfil the creativity tasks. Conversely, the drawn recollection of pleasant
experiences of comfort could per se have a positive influence on the fact of drawing in creativity tasks. These
aspects may hypothetically contribute at least as co-factors, and their weight must be established by replicating
the study with stress and comfort treatments over and beyond drawing operations. Even the use of other varieties
of creativity (verbal creativity etc) may be useful in answering this question.
Other elements for reflection for developing the experimental procedures may derive from the hypothesis of a
curvilinear relation between the intensity of stress and creative performances, as would appear to emerge from
the data by Suedfeld and Vernon [68] and partly from the work of Leith [16]. To clarify this point, it may be
worth conducting a study including five differentiated experimental groups, in order to compare conditions of
severe stress, moderate stress, neutrality, moderate comfort and full comfort. This should allow a better differentiation between linear and curvilinear relations linking affective dynamics to creativity.
From clinical point of view, Ciarrochi, Said and Deane [69] underline that decades of research have generally
shown that being more rigid is associated with poorer mental health.
In particular, they hypothesized that the intolerance of uncertainty (IU) was associated with a wide range of
indices of poor mental health. They also hypothesized that people high in intolerance of uncertainty would be
less resilient in the face of stressful life events.
Results across two cross-sectional surveys supported their hypotheses. Intolerance of uncertainty (IU) was
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associated with more depression, anxiety, stress, suicidal ideation, and hopelessness. In addition, moderational
analysis supported the hypothesis that intolerance of uncertainty (IU) magnifies the adversive effect of stressful
life events on depression, anxiety and hopelessness. Moreover, intolerance of uncertaintywas more strongly
related to the negative indices of well-being than to the positive index of life satisfaction.
Other indications derives from Chen and Hong [70] studies: they give confirmation that the link between
stress and uncertainty suggests that intolerance of uncertainty (IU) could augment the negative impact of
stressors on anxiety levels.
They examined the interactive effect of intolerance of uncertainty and daily hassles on anxiety symptoms in a
non-clinical sample of 110 undergraduates. Findings indicated that intolerance of uncertainty (IU) moderated the
relation between daily hassles and residual change in anxiety symptoms over a one-month period, such that daily
hassles increased these symptoms among individuals with high intolerance of uncertainty (IU) but not those with
low intolerance of uncertainty (IU).

5. Conclusion
In summary, data collected show that people who are in a situation of short term experimental stress become
intolerant of uncertainty and incongruity and tend to develop mental rigidity, as well as people that are in a
condition of permanent stress like happens in clinical samples: this constellation of traits, transitory or permanent, represents a risk factor for mental health.
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